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Language Notes: Spatial Description 
Some kinds of “spaces” are interiors (often rooms). Some are structures—mostly buildings. 
Others are scenes, usually outdoor.  

The description of a space often begins with general statements about its size, shape, and 
“feeling” (atmosphere). Then it becomes more specific—usually with details in spatial order. 
For example, you might describe things from left to right and from top to bottom or from the 
outside of the space to the center. EXAMPLES:   

This is an outdoor scene of a wooded area with a 
lot of tall, bare trees in the background. 

There’s an open grassy space in front.  

In this field or lot there’s a small wooden 
structure with four walls. It has a door and a 
window with shutters on one side, The roof is 

sloping. Maybe it’s a storage shed in someone’s 
back yard. To its right there’s a line of stones 

on the ground. On the small hill behind the 
stones is some shrubbery—a bush and some . . . . 

This photo of an interior shows a spacious, 
well-arranged, comfortable living room. 
On the left there’s a large window with 
open curtains. It’s next to a wall with 
three framed paintings on it. Two other 
big windows meet in the corner. Then 
comes a double door behind a small 
entryway. . . . 

In front of the wall there’s a cozy 
seating arrangement on a big area rug.  
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Grammar & Vocabulary Notes: Nouns & Adjectives 
Remember—adjectives can appear in phrases before nouns and after linking verbs     
like be, seem, look, smell, sound, etc.  EXAMPLES:  

 This spacious, well-arranged, comfortable living room appears perfect for socializing.  
 It has no crowded, poorly-arranged corners or niches. It’s imperfect for storage, isn’t it?   

Many adjectives of manner have related adverbs with –ly endings. You may use 
adjectives and adverbs are useful to tell similarities and differences in comparisons. 
Most one-syllable describing words have comparative forms with –er and superlatives  –
est endings. Multi-syllable words come after more, less, most, or least. EXAMPLES:  

 Visitors can sit comfortably and cozily in the first living room. Knick-knacks are easily displayed.  
 Unlike the other living rooms, the space in Photo 1 has a lot of mementos and other decorations                   

in it. It has as much lighting as the room in Photo 2, but it doesn’t look so roomy.   
 It seems smaller (less spacious and more crowded) and better-arranged than the other rooms.                    

Is it the most comfortable and coziest of all? It’s not the neatest room, but it doesn’t look                        
the messiest either, does it?   

NOUNS (NOUN) ADJECTIVES 
(living / dining / family / recreation) room / basement spacious / roomy / airy /  light / bright / open 
bedroom / bathroom / utilities room [space] / closet crowded / cramped / cluttered / messy / dirty 

kitchen / breakfast nook / pantry / cupboard  / storage neat / clean / well-organized / orderly / tidy 
(entry) hall / staircase / steps / storeroom / cellar long / spread-out / short / wide / confining  

garage / carport / (underground) parking / parking spaces  two-car / well-equipped / well [poorly] designed  

wall / floor / ceiling / (area) rug / carpet(ing) / tile / wood painted / wallpapered / paneled / wall-to-wall 

door(way) / window / curtains / drapes / blinds / shades  conventional / sliding / hung / folding / vertical 

picture / painting / photo / wall hanging / poster / mirror  framed / water-color / oil / realistic / abstract 

knick-knack / curio / treasure / souvenir / memento / vase fragile / delicate / nostalgic / memorable / fine 

heater / radiator / fire(place) / mantel(piece) / hearth warm / efficient / slow-burning / dangerous 

entertainment (center) / TV (television) / radio / speaker  26-inch / black-and-white / color / flat screen 

stereo (system) / VCR (videocassette recorder)  / DVD  outdated / old technology / state-of-the-art 

shelving / fixture / (electric) outlet / plug / fitting / vent  built-in / free-standing / attached / custom-built  

closet / cabinet / cupboard  / bookcase / buffet / counter  cedar / mahogany / double-doored / 3-drawer 

light(ing) / (hanging / standing / desk) lamp / chandelier   incandescent / fluorescent / tungsten-halogen  

couch [sofa] / (easy) chair / love seat / cushion / pillow (un)comfortable / soft / hard / overstuffed 
bed / crib / blanket / sheet / dresser / (chest of) drawers  canopied / bunk / twin / double / king-sized   

(coffee / dining / kitchen / end / drop-leaf) table / chair    folding / expandable / aluminum / wood(en) / glass 

place setting / dish / bowl / plate / tableware / glass / cup china / ceramic / stainless steel / silver / crystal 

(gas) stove / electric range / (microwave) oven / burners  self-cleaning / professional / industrial / modern 

refrigerator (fridge) / freezer / (kitchen / bathroom) sink energy-saving / side-by-side / frost-free / new 

bathtub / shower (stall) / toilet / washer / drier / scale clawfoot / jacuzzi / sunken / clothes / dish 
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4.A  TELL ABOUT INTERIORS. Choose one of the interiors to        
in each group a-e but don’t tell its number. Describe                 

the room. (Compare it to the others.) Can your listeners identify it?   
**For fun, can you try making some guesses about the location of the places? What about the 
people that live there? (The real information is in the Answer Key for Before Speaking.)    



 

a. living rooms 



This living room looks small, warm, and cozy. On 
the far wall there’s a window covered with a 
translucent curtain. The drapes are open. In front 
of the window is a free-standing shelving unit. .    

EXAMPLE: 
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b. dining rooms 
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c. kitchens 
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d. miscellaneous interior spaces 
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e. bathrooms, laundries, utility rooms, etc. 
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*Now choose another photo to in each group a-e on pages 54 to 58. 
Make only negative statements about it. Can your listeners eliminate 
the other places and identify yours? EXAMPLES:  

*Next, choose another photo Ñ to ü in each group a-e on pages 54 to 
58. Don’t tell its number. To guess which interior you are thinking of, 
others ask yes/no, choice, or information questions. You can give just 
short answers or add information. How many answers do questioners 
need to identify the room?    EXAMPLES:  

 
*Finally, to compare the interiors in each group a-e, answer these 
questions: Which space do you prefer? Which do you like the least? 
Why? Do your listeners have the same opinions? Why or why not? 

This photo doesn’t show the whole living room. There aren’t any built-ins on the 
walls. there’s no lighting hanging from the ceiling. The space doesn’t have any 
standing lamps, and there aren’t any bookshelves either. The sofa doesn’t have  
a traditional design, so people can’t lie down and take naps on it. The chairs . .        

So your choice 
isn’t Photo 

, , or  
because . . . . 

 Is there any shelving 
in this corner? Do the 

shelves have knick-
knacks on them?   

No, there 
isn’t. So  
they sure 
don’t.  

What’s 
on the    
walls? 

A framed 
painting of 
a scene.  

It’s 
just a 
corner.     

Can we see a 
whole room or 

just a corner?   

I think it’s Photo . The 
room has a long curved 
couch in front of a plant 
stand. Am I correct?    

Grammar Notes: Location Questions 
With sentences like these, you can ask and answer questions about places and the 
(arrangement of) items in them. You can give additional information too.  
 Does [Do] the room(s) [space(s) / house(s) / etc.] have . . . any [many / much] {noun(s)} (in it [them])? 
 Is [Are] there (a  / an / any / a lot of / etc.) . . . {unidentified noun(s)}  in [on / over / next to / near / 

under / in front of / behind /  against / etc.] (a  / an / the) . . . {noun(s)}?   Yes, there (certainly)                     
is [are]. No, there (sure) isn’t [there’s not / there aren’t (any)].  

 Is [Are] it [they] inside or on [over or under, to the right or left of, in front of or behind, next to                
or near or far away from, around or (in) between] (a / an / the) . . . noun(s)}.   

 (It’s / They’re) inside [under / to the left of / behind / (right) next to / near] . . . {noun(s)}. 
 (Neither [none of those]). It’s [They’re] on top of / [(partly) hidden by] (a / an / the) . . . {noun(s)}. 
 What’s in [on / above / over / under(neath) / in back of / behind / next to / to the right of / near / 

next to / adjacent to / close to / across from / opposite] the . . . {definite noun(s)}? . . . {Noun(s)}. 

 Where’s [Where are] (there) (a [an]) . . . {unidentified noun(s)}? There’s [There are] one [two (of those) / 
several (of them) / some ] . . . {location phrase}. Where’s [Where are] the . . . {{identified noun(s)}? . . . . 


